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1. Introduction 
tlniwrsity of the YegeL!. Beer-Shevu, istool 
The study of tiispersed arrangements of points in certain spaces has attracted 
many authors. lit has produced some intricate constructions and interesting 
problems. Far a survey of some aspects of this study see 15). In this paper, the study 
of dispersed arrangements of points has ted to the following conjecture 121: If G is ti 
triangle-free graph, then there is a function cp : G --+ S’, where Sk denotes the unit 
sphere in the Euclidean space EL+‘, such that (g, g’)E E(G) if and only if 
flp(g)- +‘)I] 7> \/3. In this paper. we establish the conjecture for certain families 
of graphs. in particular, we show that bipartite graphs are embeddable in Sk and 
obtain bounds on the dimension of the sphere in which a bipartite graph can be 
embedded. 
2. General comments 
A subset Y of a metric space X is d-dispersed if yr, yz E: Y, yl # y2, implies 
p(yl, y2) > d. Obviously, a \&dispersed set in Sk can contain no more than two 
points. Let 
Y(&k)=S”x***xSk 
be the metric space with 
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Proof. Let TU4 ’ be the regular simplex in EdA’ whose vertices are an S”. A central 
projection from the center of S” maps the d + 1 facets cf Td” ~nt(~ Sd yielding a 
subdiVisiOnOf_Sd into d + 1 sets. Clearly, the diameter of each one of the sets is the 
length af an edge of Td+‘, that is, c”2 + 2f(d + 1) e t/3. Thus, each such set is an 
independent set of vertices in G& and, therefore, G& is (d + I)-colorabk. since G is 
k-chromatic, it cannot he isomorphic to a s&graph of G,, if d <f k - 1. 
In the f4owing sections we investigate the embeddahil+\* of certain families of 
triangle-free graphs. 
Definition 2.4. If G is a triangle-free graph that can be faithfully embedded in Sk 
for some k. then dim(G) denote5 the smallest k for which G is frtithfully 
emheddable in Sk. 
3. Circxttts 
In this secticn -we consider faithful embeddings of C,,, the circuit af length n. It is 
cleat that C3 cannot 5e embedded. 
Theorem 3.1. Tk cir~mit Cm is faihfully embedddde in S ’ if und on/y if 11 = 4,5,X 
01 9. 
Proof. Suppose that I-,, is faithfully embedded in S’ so that ?hrer: of the vertices _ 
form an equilateral triangle. Let A, B and C be the vertkcs sf such a triangle (SW -..- .- 
Fig. I). The arcs AB, RC and m (all arcs in the sequel are assumed to bc oriented 
A 
v2 
Fig 1. 
&&wise) must contain the neighbors of C, A and R, respectively. Since each 
vertex has exactly two neighbors, n = 9. 
Assume now that II = 8 or ra ID 9. If <‘, were embeddec; in S!, let A (Fis. 1) 
c~mqmnd to the vertex ol. nen vertjcas v2 and e:n lie in SZ. Without IOSS of 
paneratity, we mav lsstjme vertex u.7 fies i:l xg which implies vertex ~4 lies in a. 
vertex iv5 fies -in 
cann;&&$.j -by ,‘&n 
con-t&n another 
5, vertex c6 fies in Cfs, and vertex t)? lies in LE. Since v2 is ___ - 
edge to Us but not to US, we must hzlve vc lies in t43. Au? cannot 
vertex since its distance I’rom vz wcWId bC 3 <3- %miIarIy, KG 
cannot contain another vertex because of ~4. Since I} us .- VS~/ r ~‘3, 3 can contain 
another vertex if and only if this vertex is B and 1~4 = C. However, we then have an 
equiiateraf triangle and PI = ‘3 must hold* Thus (cn is not faithfully cmbeddable in 
S ’ . The case n = 6 can be shown to be impossible in the same manner. The circuits 
Cs, C,, and Cu can be faithfully embedded by using the vertices of the regular 
n-gons inscribed in S’. The !ongest diagonals have length > q3 and all other pairs 
of vertices have distance d ~‘3. To embed C, put iwo vertices near the north pole 
and two vertices near the south pole. 
Theorem 3.2, The odd circuit Cn, n > 3, is faithful& embeddabie in S’. 
Proof. Let n = 2m -+ 1 with m 3 2. Inscribe the regular n-gon on a latitude irr such 
a way that the distance from any point to the two opposite points is > t/-t while all 
other distances are 6 ~‘3. The graph thus embedded is C,,. . 
The preceding two theorems determine the dimension of the odd circuits. The 
situation for even circuits is not so simple. 
Thawem 3.3. The eucn circuit Cn, n 3 4, is fui!hftAfy embeddrcble in S-‘. 
Proof. Let n = 3 &rn. If m is even consider the points xr and y, in S’ where 
x, = (r cos 2i?r/m, r sin &r/m, a, \$?d2x) for i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1 and where -_u__ 
~,=(.~~0~~2~+l)n/m,rsin(2~~~)~/rrr,cu,-tl’1-r’-n”)forj=0,1....,rn-l. 
If KU is odd, consider the points xi and y, in S’ where Xi has the same coordinates as 
the X, in the preceding sentence and y, has the same coordinates as xi except that 
the fourth coordinate *is the negative of that of xc Now p(x,,. y,) is maximum for 
j = ;(m - 2) and irn when m is even alrd far j = i(m k 1) when nt is odd. if we can 
show that the maximum distances are the only ones greater than t/3, then WC), will 
have a faithful embedding of C,, in S”. Because of the symmetry of the location of 
the points, it sufbces to show that we can determine cy and r so that P(.Q,, y(,,, -..& = 
~‘3 when m is even. An argument similar to the following works when m is ndd. A 
simple calculation shows that 11x0 - y, I/’ = 3 - 2r’(l + cos(m - 3)n/m ) - 4cw” letting 
j = f(m - 4). Thus, we see that we need r and (Y so thlat i =: 
?+(I + cos(m - 3)r/m ) f 4a”, r2 s i so rhat there are no edges amongst the Xi’s :)r 
amongst the y, ‘s, and ty * G 1 - t’ so thnt the point is on the unit !;phere. If 
c&v - J)r/nr MO, then let CY = 0 ;,nd I = 1/f. If z = cos(m - 3)%/m .< 0, let 
r: = :(l+z) and cu”=j--$(I+z)~. Then 1=2r~f1+2)+4a”‘, r’<$ holds, and 
a?=:-t(l+t)“<d~113(1Cz)C1-r3. 
Using the same technique it is ~XXS~MC to faithTuIly embed the, circuits 
( A. CU, CiiI, Cl= and Ct4 in S’ thereby d.etermining their respective dirmuimx,,. We 
do n~f know if any of the remaining evlzn length Circuits can be faithfully embedded 
in S”. 
if G is a graph, then the ptism over G is obtai:led by taking two copies of G and 
connecting corresponding vertices by an edge. In this section we consider faithful 
embeddings of prisms over praphs that are them&es faithfully embeddabk. 
Theorem 4.1. I” Cl; is frlithfully emkdd~~bk in S’, kw ths prism owr G is fkthfirfly 
emheddabie in S ‘I. 
Proof. Let V(G) := (at. ~2,. b -. g,} and (x,, x2,. . . . x, ; C Sk bo the corresponding 
points in a faithful embedding of G. Consideri:lg rhc x,‘s as vectors, let A = 
max, #, ( 11 x, + x, Ii}. Obviously. A < 2. Denote the vcrl ices of the two copies of (3 ly 
(gi, 1) and (gS, 2) in the obvious way. Let (g*. 1) correspond to the point (cu,, /3x,, 0) in 
Sxk and let ( gi,2) correspond to the point (0, - &,a~,) for i = I,?,. . . , n and 
c&+@= 1. Then 
Il(g,, l)- (g;, l,If’= CC/lx, -- x, t/‘-k p”lix, - x, 11’ = [ix, - x, If’ . 
so that (gi, 1) and (g,, 1) are connected by an edge if and only if /lx, - x, I!’ > t/3. 
Clearly, the same is true for the vertices (gz, 2). 
NOW 
Choose LY such that 
Notice that the: U-prism ove’r G when U = V(C) is just the ordinary prism 
c.N@f G. 
Pmf. The same corrqx)ndencc as used in the proof of Thc:orem 4. t produces the 
desired resu It. 
Proof. The proof is by inuuctian on the number af \xrtices. The aret= on two 
vettjces is faithfully embtsddabht in S! Assume that any free with yt h- 1 vertices is 
faithfully embcddnble inyornc [unit sphere. If 7’ is any tree OXI w vertices, let xbe in 
endsertcx of ‘E T’ is the ( y )-prism on 7 - x where y is the neighbor of x. By the 
;Ireceding corollary and the fact that F- x is faithfully embeddab!c, WC know that 
7’ i$ faithfully embcddablc in some unit ?qhcrc. 
In Theorem 2.3 we saw that there cannot be a universal bound on k far which 
ever:; graph can be embedded. In Section 3 it was shown that dim(CH) 6.3 for at1 
n > 3. On the other hand, the results on prisms seem inefficient with respect o 
dimension, In this section we show that every bipartite graph is f&hfully 
embeddable in some unit sphere and WC show that this family has g~apf*rls of 
arbitrarily high dimension. 
IfB’isslbipartiteeraph,lets(I3)~min(rAi:R5A UA’whcreA &?ndA’arc 
disjoint sets of independent vertices of Bt. 
Proof. Let X-l be a k - 1 dimensional subspace of E? Let {x!, x2,. . , , ark) C H bc: the 
vertices of a regular simpfex of side length Q cmered at the origin, Let S6+ %c i 
bc k balls in H such that S, is centered at xr with radius CY (sac Fig, Z]* tet Sk”” C E” 

definition of the graph &, there exists a vertex :r’E A ‘such that (a’, dai)E E(&) if 
and only if j 6 (ill.. . , i,}. Therefore, I]@@‘)- ti(uJ11 g \/3 if and only if C, E Fr or, 
in other words, @[a’) belongs to all the discs in F1 and to none of the other discs. 
This means that F is an independent family of discs in Sd (we 131). Let 
ti =f’(F)E A’. By thedefinitioneaf Bk, [I O(ii)- @(~,)ll> ‘i/3s0 that &$I)e ~~+C,. 
Let qESd be the antipodal point of 0(a). Let H be a supporting 
h;rperplane of Sd at the point p :ind let q : S” + ff be the stereographic projection 
of Sd onto H from 6(a). Since ti(ii) E C,? rp(C,) is a d - I ball in the hyperplane H 
(see Cl]). Since F was an independent family of discs on S”, (cp(C,), . . + , p(Ck)) is an 
independent family of d-balls in the d-dimensional hyperpane W. Since the number 
of balls in an independent family of balls is at most d + 1 (see 161). we obtain 
kscf+lork- 1 s d. By Theorem 5.1, dim(& ) 3 k - 1 and the result follows. 
It is easy to see that the complete bipartite graph K,,,.” is embeddable in S”. 
Theorem 5.2 shows that faithful embeddings can require much higher dimensions 
than embeddings. 
A graph G is A-realizabk in the Euclidean space Ed if there exists an embedding 
61 : V(G)-+E” such that @(g)-- 8(g’\,! > A if and only if (g, g’)f E(G). It is not 
diifficult to show that every graph is A-realir-able. Indeed, let G be an induced 
subgraph of the regular graph G’. Let el, e2,. . . , ed be a fixed ordering of the edges 
of the complementary graph G’. If g E V(G’), we let e(g) = (xl, x2,. . . , xd) where 
x, = LY if g is incident with e, and Xi = 0 otherwise. If G’ is regular of degree k it is 
easj to see that if (g, g’)E ,E(G), then @(g)- O(g’)[! = c&2k and if 
(g, 1;‘) f?Z E(G), then :18(g) - 8(g’)ij = cy \/w--1). Now if Bk is A-realizable in Ed, 
then by the same argument s?s in the proof of Theorem 5.2, the family of d-balls 
S(CJ,, A ) centered at a, with radius A is an independent family of j, halts in Ed, Thus, 
as before d 2 k - 1. Hence, the problem ef determining the smallest dimension of 
the space in which a given graph is h-realizable seems to be c,f interest. 
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